In bilaterally symmetric organisms, the midline is a critical organizing center for the developing central nervous system. There is a striking conservation of the molecules and mechanisms that control axon path finding at the midline in vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems. The majority of axons in the CNS cross the midline before projecting to their contralateral synaptic targets and this crossing decision is under exquisite spatial and temporal regulation. Growing commissural axons initially respond to attractive signals, while inhibiting responses to repulsive signals. Once across, repulsion dominates, allowing axons to leave and preventing them from re-entering the midline. Here we review recent advances in flies and mice that illuminate the molecular mechanisms underlying the establishment of precise connectivity at the midline.
Introduction
It has been known for over a decade that guidance cues of the conserved Netrin and Slit protein families are secreted by midline cells and play central roles in controlling midline crossing. Commissural axons in flies and mice are initially attracted to the midline by Netrin acting through its deleted in colorectal carcinoma (DCC) receptor -Frazzled (Fra) in Drosophila -and are insensitive to the Slit repellant [1, 2] . During midline crossing, commissural axons upregulate the surface expression of Robo receptors, thereby acquiring Slit responsiveness ( Figure 1 ). Slit repulsion forces commissural axons to exit the midline and prevents them from abnormally crossing back to the other side of the CNS. Once across the midline, axons of CNS interneurons respond to additional signals (including Slits and morphogens of the Wnt and Sonic Hedgehog families) to turn anteriorly at a stereotyped lateral position relative to the midline and continue toward their synaptic targets.
Here, we focus primarily on the vertebrate spinal cord and the Drosophila ventral nerve cord, considering each step of midline guidance sequentially and highlighting: first, advances in understanding how morphogen signaling contributes to midline guidance; second, the discovery of novel Netrin receptors that promote midline attraction; third, new insights into mechanisms that regulate Slit responsiveness in mice and fly; fourth, the role of Eph receptor repulsive signaling in regulating the establishment of midline circuits; and fifth, recent advances in delineating the mechanisms that guide postcrossing axons. Our discussion will emphasize events at the cell surface, as a full consideration of signaling mechanisms that act downstream of midline guidance receptors is beyond the scope of this review. We refer the reader to the following recent review of guidance receptor signaling [3] .
Precrossing guidance I: midline attraction
Netrin and its DCC family receptors play a major role in axon attraction to the midline in worm, fly, and all vertebrate systems that have been analyzed (Figure 1 ). Given Netrin's ability to attract axons at long range, it has long been assumed to form a high ventral to low dorsal protein gradient; satisfyingly, in vivo visualization of such a gradient has recently been achieved in the vertebrate spinal cord [4] . However, whether all of Netrin function in commissural axon guidance depends on the formation of a diffusible gradient is an open question. Indeed, tethering endogenous Netrin at the fly midline can direct axon attraction and normal formation of axon commissures, although tethered Netrin is not sufficient to support long-range Unc-5 receptor mediated repulsion [5] . Thus, in addition to acting as long-range diffusible chemoattractant, Netrin can also act as a contact dependent attractant.
Despite Netrin's prominent role at the midline, genetic analysis in both flies and mice revealed that even in the total absence of Netrin, many commissural axons are still able to cross the midline indicating that other midline attractants exist. A search for floor plate cues that could provide this function led to the exciting finding that the morphogen Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) acts as an attractant for commissural axons [6] . Shh is not the only morphogen to get into the act in directing midline guidance; indeed earlier studies had shown that the initial ventral growth of commissural axons is influenced by repulsive signaling by bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) that are secreted from the roof plate [7] . How do morphogens that are defined by their ability to direct changes in gene expression in the nucleus steer growing axons -an event that clearly relies on local signaling to the growth cone cytoskeleton? In the case of Shh, identification of distinct receptors that mediate Shh's chemoattractive effects, together with the demonstration that Shh-dependent guidance relies on noncanonical signaling through Src family kinases and does not require gene transcription has begun to answer this question [8, 9 ]. In contrast, BMP-dependent axon guidance appears to rely on canonical BMP receptors, but it is likely that distinct downstream signaling pathways are engaged to repel axons ventrally toward the floor plate [10] .
While Netrin mutant phenotypes in mice and fly suggested the existence of other attractants, experiments in cultured rat spinal cord explants also hinted that not all of Netrin's influence on axon attraction is mediated by DCC. In the past year three groups, two working in vertebrate systems and the other in Drosophila, reported that the Down's syndrome cell adhesion molecule (DSCAM) is a high affinity Netrin-binding protein that can promote midline axon crossing (Figure 1 ) [11 ,12 ,13 ] . DSCAM is a type I transmembrane protein that has a similar extracellular domain composition to DCC and Robo proteins, including multiple immunoglobulin domains (Ig) and fibronectin type III repeats. In Drosophila, alternative splicing of the dscam locus generates an extraordinary number ($38 016) of different DSCAM isoforms which mediate repulsive interactions during axon and dendrite morphogenesis through Ig-dependent isoform-specific homophilic binding [14] . Although vertebrate DSCAM does not exhibit such diversity, it has also been implicated in neuronal arborization in mice and laminar targeting in the retina of chick [14] .
To search for novel Netrin receptors, Ly and colleagues looked for Netrin-binding proteins that were expressed in commissural neurons and shared homology with DCC, while Liu et al. directly tested DSCAM as a candidate receptor since both Netrin and DSCAM had previously been shown to regulate p21-activated kinase activity. Inhibition of DSCAM using RNA interference in both mouse and chick results in a reduction in the ability of commissural axons to cross the midline [12 ,13 ] . Explant culture experiments show that DSCAM mediates Netrin-dependent turning of commissural axons in parallel to DCC: blocking DCC function alone partially inhibits Netrin turning responses, while blocking DCC and DSCAM together completely abolishes attractive turning [12 ,13 ] . Additional experiments in cultured Xenopus spinal neurons argue strongly that DSCAM can mediate Netrin-dependent attractive turning and that this effect requires its cytoplasmic domain [13 ] . How DSCAM activation leads to repulsion in the context of homophilic interactions and attraction in the context of heterophilic binding to Netrin is an important question for future studies.
Complementary genetic experiments in Drosophila also support a role for DSCAM in attracting axons to the midline; dscam mutations by themselves do not lead to major guidance defects, but they do strongly enhance the midline crossing defects observed in frazzled mutants, resulting in an almost complete absence of axon commissures [11 ] . Indeed the phenotype of dscam, frazzled double mutants is considerably stronger than the complete loss of Netrin, suggesting that at the fly midline dscam is likely to act in parallel to the Netrin-Fra pathway to promote attraction. This idea is further supported by the observation that overexpression of DSCAM leads to ectopic midline crossing, and that this effect does not depend on Netrin. Although the simplest interpretation of these results would argue that DSCAM does not act as a Netrin receptor at the fly midline, it is also possible that DSCAM contributes to both Netrin-dependent and Netrin-independent axon attraction; indeed, dose-dependent genetic interactions between Netrin and dscam in the guidance of axons in the larval visual system support a role for DSCAM in Netrin-mediated guidance [11 ] .
Precrossing guidance II: preventing premature repulsion
Commissural axon projection is not achieved solely by promoting attraction toward the midline. Repulsive systems must be coordinately downregulated to allow midline entry, and then quickly re-established to prevent lingering or recrossing. An understanding of the synchronized regulation of attractive and repulsive signaling pathways is beginning to emerge, and it appears that distinct mechanisms are at work in two major branches of the animal kingdom.
The major midline repellant system in bilaterians is the Slit-Roundabout (Robo) pathway. Upon binding Slit, Robo receptors induce local rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton resulting in growth cone repulsion [3] . The Slit-expressing midline thus represents a formidable barrier for Robo-expressing axons. How, then, are the majority of axons able to not only approach but also cross this barrier?
The insect protein Commissureless (Comm) was first identified in a genetic screen for factors regulating midline crossing. As its name implies, in the absence of comm no axons cross the midline. Yet Comm does not mediate midline attraction per se; instead, Comm is a negative regulator of Slit-Robo repulsion and functions cellautonomously in neurons to regulate intracellular sorting of Robo receptors. Transient activation of comm expression in precrossing commissural neurons ensures that newly synthesized Robo proteins are trafficked not to the growth cone membrane, but to the late endocytic pathway, thus allowing axons to temporarily ignore the Slit-expressing midline barrier [15, 16] . This mechanism allows temporally precise control of Slit responsiveness, as comm transcription is silenced shortly after midline crossing, allowing Robo trafficking to the growth cone to resume and thus restoring Slit sensitivity (Figure 2 ).
Notably, a recent report suggests that Comm's Robo sorting activity cannot completely account for its in vivo function in promoting midline crossing. Gilestro [17] replaced the endogenous robo gene with a mutant form insensitive to Comm sorting by homologous recombination (sorting-defective Robo: Robo SD ); unexpectedly, freeing Robo from Comm-dependent sorting did not abolish commissure formation. Comm retained the ability to inhibit midline repulsion, however, as high-level misexpression of Comm produced a slit-like midline collapse phenotype despite simultaneous forced expression of Robo SD [17] . These provocative results suggest a second, sorting-independent mode of Robo regulation by Comm.
Recently, unexpected insight into the interplay between midline attraction and repulsion came from the observation that fra is necessary for comm expression in commissural neurons. Intriguingly, Fra activation of comm transcription is independent of the canonical Fra/DCC ligand Netrin. Thus, in addition to promoting midline attraction via classical Netrin-dependent signaling, Fra also functions in a Netrin-independent manner (presumably in response to some other, unidentified midlinederived cue) to activate comm expression and thereby downregulate Slit-Robo repulsion (Figure 2 ) [18 ] . This example of crosstalk between attractive and repulsive midline signaling pathways gives a glimpse into the complex and delicate balance required for the precise control of commissural axon guidance.
Despite its absolute requirement for commissural axon guidance in Drosophila, Comm orthologs are undetectable in nematode or vertebrate genomes. Instead, other animal groups have invented alternative mechanisms for preventing premature midline repulsion. In vertebrates, the Robo family member Robo3/Rig1 has taken on the Comm-like role of antagonizing repulsive Slit-Robo signaling to promote midline crossing. Like Comm, however, the function of Robo3 is more complex than initially thought.
Robo3/Rig1 was initially described as an inhibitory component of the Slit-Robo pathway, expressed on precrossing commissural axons and promoting entry into the midline floor plate by decreasing their Slit sensitivity [19] . As Chen and colleagues recently discovered, however, this is only half the story. Robo3 exists in two functionally distinct isoforms generated by alternative splicing of the cytoplasmic tail [20 ] . One isoform, Robo3.1, is expressed on precrossing commissural axons as they approach and enter the floor plate; after crossing, Robo3.1 is turned off and Robo3.2 takes its place on postcrossing axons and functions as a repellant receptor to assist Robo1 and Robo2 in preventing recrossing (Figure 2) . Notably, the switch from Robo3.1 to Robo3.2 expression is not due to temporal regulation of transcription or splicing, suggesting functionally salient differences in translation or trafficking of the different isoforms [20 ] . Interestingly, in contrast to the spinal cord, in precerebellar axons the failure of midline crossing that is observed in Robo3 mutants is not suppressed by the removal of the other Robo receptors, suggesting that in certain contexts Robo3 can promote midline crossing independently of its ability to negatively regulate Slit responsiveness [21] .
Although canonical repulsive pathways like Slit-Robo are essential for preventing recrossing by commissural axons, recent evidence indicates that repulsive signaling alone is insufficient to expel postcrossing axons from the midline. Stem cell factor (SCF) and its receptor Kit are both required for commissural axons to exit the floor plate [22 ] . In Steel (SCF) or Kit mutant mice, commissural axons extend toward and into the ventral floor plate normally, but then line up and linger at the contralateral edge. There is a switch in SCF sensitivity that corresponds with midline crossing and promotes floor plate exit by stimulating axon outgrowth. These results suggest that Precrossing and postcrossing regulation of attractive and repulsive guidance. Top, schematics showing commissural axons before, during, and after crossing the CNS midline (gray). Bottom, enlarged schematics of precrossing and postcrossing neurons indicating regulation and signaling output of axon guidance receptors. In precrossing fly commissural axons, Frazzled (Fra) mediates attractive signaling in response to midline-produced Netrin (Net). Fra also signals independently of Net to induce expression of commissureless (comm), a transmembrane sorting receptor that directs Robocontaining vesicles to the late endocytic pathway. After crossing, comm expression ceases and Robo is trafficked to the growth cone where it can mediate a Slit-dependent repulsive response and prevent recrossing. Robo and Fra independently regulate crossing in fly axons. In vertebrates, the Fra homolog DCC signals Net-dependent attraction as axons approach the CNS ventral midline. Precrossing Slit sensitivity is antagonized by the Robo3.1 isoform of the Robo3/Rig1 receptor. After crossing, Robo3.1 is replaced by Robo3.2, which functions alongside Robo1 (and Robo2, not shown) to prevent recrossing. By analogy to Xenopus spinal axons, Robo1 could potentially act in postcrossing vertebrate commissural axons to silence the attractive output of DCC.
outgrowth-promoting pathways such as SCF-Kit cooperate with midline repellant pathways like Slit-Robo to ensure that the journey across the midline is one-way trip. Whether sensitivity to outgrowth-promoting factors is regulated by the same mechanisms that coordinate attractive and repulsive responses at the midline choice point will be an important issue to address.
Postcrossing guidance I: midline repulsion
Once across the midline, commissural axons increase the expression of Robo on their growth cones, thereby acquiring Slit sensitivity. How is the dramatic increase in Robo protein expression achieved? In Drosophila, comm expression is rapidly extinguished after midline crossing, which would presumably allow for the accumulation of Robo on the growth cone, but how comm expression is turned off is not known. In the spinal cord, essentially nothing is known about how this switch in Robo expression is achieved, nor is it known how the transition in the expression of Robo3 isoforms is controlled. Surprisingly the upregulation of Robo in mice can even occur when commissural axons fail to cross the midline in Robo3 mutants [19] . Achieving a more complete understanding of the switch that controls the upregulation of Robo expression is clearly a major challenge for the future. Genetic evidence in flies and mice strongly supports the model that once on the growth cone Robo proteins expel commissural axons from the midline and prevent them from re-entering, and considerable progress has been made in understanding Robo signaling mechanisms [3] . In addition to its chemorepellent activity, experiments in cultured xenopus spinal neurons have shown that Robo can also directly antagonize and silence the output of the attractive Netrin receptor DCC, thereby coupling repulsion to the downregulation of attraction and providing a possible molecular explanation for how postcrossing commissural axons lose sensitivity to Netrin [23] . It remains to be seen whether silencing occurs in vertebrates in vivo; however, the available genetic evidence in Drosophila suggests that if Robo does silence Fra/DCC, silencing is not strictly required to prevent axons from recrossing the midline [24] .
Although in Drosophila, Slit function appears to account for all midline repellent activity, this is clearly not the case in the vertebrate spinal cord, as semaphorins have also been implicated in repelling postcrossing axons [25] . More recently a role for ephrinB3 as a midline repellant in the spinal cord has emerged; mutations in either the ligand ephrinB3 or the receptor EphA4 cause abnormal midline crossing of corticospinal axons and interneuron axons in the central pattern generator (CPG), resulting in mice with a characteristic hopping gait phenotype [26] . These wiring defects are caused by a loss of ephrinB3/ EphA4 forward signaling and can be attributed to a failure of axons to respond to midline ephrinB3. Recently, four independent groups have shown that mutations in a-chimaerin [27 ] , a GTPase activating protein (GAP) for the Rac small GTPase, result in phenotypes almost identical to ephrinB3À/À or EphA4À/À mice, including the locomotory behavior phenotype [27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ]. Track tracing experiments in a-chimaerin mutants reveal that the corticospinal tract (CST) axons that control voluntary movements and axons of the CPG aberrantly cross the midline. The similarities of phenotypes and genetic interactions between ephrinB3À/À, EphA4À/À and a-chimaerin mutants, together with the demonstration that a-chimaerin is a necessary mediator of ephrinB3/EphA4-induced growth cone collapse in cultured neurons, strongly argue that this GAP functions as an essential component in ephrinB3 forward signaling [27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ]. These observations are particularly exciting because they represent a clear example of a behavioral deficit associated with misregulation of midline guidance.
Postcrossing guidance II: lateral position
The influence of midline-derived cues on axon guidance does not end once commissural axons have reached the contralateral side of the CNS. After passing the midline choice point, commissural axons turn and extend along pathways running the length of the CNS at precise distances from the midline. The role of Shh and Wnt signals in regulating anterior/posterior guidance of postcrossing commissural axons has been reviewed recently [31] , so here we briefly discuss the questions of how axons choose how far away from the midline to extend, and then, which specific pathway to join?
Nearly a decade ago, the Goodman and Dickson laboratories discovered that Robo receptors dictate longitudinal pathway choice in Drosophila, presumably in response to midline-produced Slit [1] . A few years later, Long et al. provided evidence that vertebrate Robo1 and Robo2 played a similar role in positioning postcrossing axons within the ventral and lateral funiculi of the mouse spinal cord [32] . However, these roles do not appear to be strictly analogous, as in mice loss of Robo1 or Robo2 redirected axons either farther from or closer to the midline, respectively, while in flies loss of robo2 or robo3 moved axons in one direction only: closer to the midline.
Studies of other regions of the vertebrate CNS support the idea that midline-derived cues influence longitudinal pathway formation. In chick and mouse hindbrain, descending longitudinal axons form a number of discrete tracts at specific distances from the midline. Ectopic induction of floor plate (in chick) or genetic ablation of floor plate (in mouse) altered the trajectory of these tracts, in the latter case resulting in both ectopic midline crossing and aberrant longitudinal guidance. Loss of Slit or its Robo1 and Robo2 receptors recapitulated guidance defects caused by the loss of floor plate. However, unlike the previous studies in mouse spinal cord and fly embryonic CNS, no consistent shifts in hindbrain longitudinal tract position, either toward or away from the midline, resulted from the loss of Robo1 or Robo2 [33] .
In the zebrafish posterior tuberculum, attractive and repulsive cues appear to cooperate in positioning the diencephalospinal longitudinal tract. Loss of astray/Robo2 causes dopaminergic (DA) axons to extend closer to the midline. Knocking down dcc or netrin1 function was sufficient to restore the normal positioning of DA axons, suggesting a balance between attractive Netrin-DCC signaling and repulsive Slit-Robo2 signaling in specifying the precise lateral position of this tract [34] .
Conclusions
The past several years have seen significant progress in determining the molecular mechanisms that control midline guidance. In particular, the discovery of new pathways regulating midline attraction and midline exit and insights into how Slit responsiveness is regulated in invertebrate and vertebrate models continue to enrich our understanding of how attractive and repulsive signals are coordinated during midline crossing. Future insights into how the temporal transition in growth cone responses at the midline is achieved, how guidance receptors transmit their signals and how these signals are integrated within the growth cone will be instrumental in understanding how the best laid tracts of mice and flies seldom go awry.
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